The results of an analysis of long-period pulsations of solar decimeter wave radio emission based on a large amount of statistically homogeneous data are given. Long-period pulsations always are observed on the growing phase and/or at the maximum size of a solar active region. The occurrence of the long-period pulsations is closely related with the rising of a new magnetic flux into the corona.
Introduction
Both the observational data and the existing theories of the solar flares (Altyntsev et al., 1982) give evidence of pre-flare energy accumulation in active regions, located in the upper chromosphere and corona. The accumulation probably lasts hours or tens of hours and is accompanied by various types of instability, depending on the height and power of the energy source and parameters of the magnetic field inside the active region. As a result, changes of radio emission from these atmosphere levels can appear. Long period pulsations of the solar spectrum slope in the centimeter range (Kobrin et al., 1975) , as well as of intensity of the decimeter range (Averyanikhina et al., 1982) have been detected 1 to 2 days before the proton flares. However, the dynamics of the processes inside the active regions leading to generation of the long-period pulsations is still not well understood. As a result, it is difficult to choose appropriate physical models of the processes^ necessary to forecast the events.
Observations and discussion
To investigate the connection between the long period (P > 20 min) pulsations (LPPs) of solar decimeter radio emission and evolution of the active regions (ARs), about a thousand of records of solar radio emission on 755 MHz frequency obtained with the RT-10 radiotelescope in 1984 to 1989 have been analysed. The initial levels of LPP amplitudes, i.e. LPP mean daily amplitudes of the quiet Sun, necessary for this study, have been obtained from our earlier data (Semenova et al., 1987) , where methods of a short term forecasting of geoactive flares are proposed. The statistical analysis of solar decimeter range observations in 1979-1983 has shown that the increase of the LPP mean daily amplitudes A by two or more times with respect to the LPP amplitudes A of the quiet Sun (about 0.6%) is statistically significant, with 5% significance level. The mean daily amplitude of radio pulsations is determined as Ä -ΣAi/N, where Ν is the total number of pulsations observed each day.
In about 10% of records made in 1984 to 1989, we discover LPPs (Ρ > 20 min) with the levels exceeding 0.6%. Fig. 1 shows the mean amplitudes of pulsations on 755 MHz frequency for the whole period of observations; the proton flare moments are marked by triangles. It is evident that with the increase of solar activity, LPPs appear more frequently. However, we lack continuous observations for the years near solar activity minimum.
Since we had only the integral decimeter emission observations, their tying up with definite ARs was done by using the simultaneous observations with our centimeter-range specialized radiotelescope DRIFT, giving us information about the coordinates of the centre of gravity of solar radio emission. Twenty groups of records have been selected, having a possibility to be connected with the definite AR. Fourteen of these groups are related with the proton-active regions ( Table 1) .
As an example, Fig. 2 exhibits some characteristic events in which a change of the LPP mean daily amplitudes depends on the mean area of the proton and non-proton ARs. It is obvious that the long period pulsations are emerging at the maximum daily growth of the active region area. , 1986
_i ι L Table 2 gives the data of longitudinal distribution of ARs with LPPs for both solar hemispheres separately for each year.
The analysis of all LPP groups shows, that they are observed at the phase of increasing area and/or near the phase of maximum area of AR, while the proton flares are observed near the phase of maximum area or during the phase of decreasing area of AR. The histograms in Fig. 4 show distribution of the emerging moments and the lifetimes of LPPs and proton flares as a function of time of development of the AR area in days. Zero is the day with the observed 5niax · Nlpp = 1 is the number of records with long period pulsations: TVlpp = 1 for days with the observed LPPs. After that, using the superposition method of epochs, we obtain histograms for all the records.
When the area 5 of a certain AR has several significant maxima, emerging of LPPs and proton flares is considered with respect to the with a high degree of probability is defined by emerging of the new magnetic flux into the corona; this means that the magnetic field flux increases in pulses with characteristic time intervals of tens of minutes (Averyanikhina and Paupere, 1989 ). E.g., for SD No. 135 a powerful rising of the main magnetic flux occurs on June 23, 1984. On the same day, the most intensive growth of both the radio flux and magnetic field is observed. The maximum A of LPPs on 755 MHz frequency is observed a day later. For the region SD Nos. 48&49, emerging of a new magnetic flux is observed on July 1, 1985 but the maximum A of LPPs and a proton flare are observed also a day later.
The long-period pulsations appear after the magnetic field comes up to the photosphere. The delay of maximum amplitude moment of LPP with respect to the emerged main magnetic field depends on the rising velocity of the magnetic field (Krüger, 1984) .
Conclusions
The analysis of the long period pulsations (LPPs) of solar decimeter range radio emission made on rather extensive statistically homogeneous data (1000 records) shows that:
-LPPs with levels exceeding zero level are found in 10% of all records; -LPPs are observed on the phase of growth and/or maximum of AR area; -All the AR having LPPs appear in the region of active longitudes; -With great probability, the LPPs are related with rising of a new magnetic flux into the corona. LPPs reflect the nature of the changing magnetic field; -No differences in LPP characteristics have been found for proton and non-proton active regions. This problem remains open for future research.
